Updated Version 1.1

THE SUAY FACE MASK PATTERN
ONE PATTERN, TWO VARIATIONS:
Variation A: Self, Lining (Using Filter Material), Elastic, Nose Clip
Variation B: Self, Lining, Filter Pocket, Filter Insert, Elastic, Nose Clip
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DISCLAIMER
*This mask pattern is optimized for production, developed for a universal adult fit. There is an optional
variation to the pattern (see below). These materials are just suggestions, as we have only been able to
do particulate testing as included. Even so, our testing results are not guaranteed, and this mask pattern
is not approved by the FDA or CDC, and these filter options have not been approved for mask making
materials. We encourage you to stay curious and only use what you feel comfortable with, and always
follow the guidance of the CDC available here.
We’re making this pattern available in order to contribute to the public good. We don’t want to be sued
because of it. By accessing and/or using this document and the content it contains, you agree to the
following terms:
Suay, Inc. disclaims all express and implied warranties related to this mask pattern, including but not
limited to its effectiveness or safety, to the fullest extent permitted by law, including but not limited to any
implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Your use of this pattern is
voluntary. If you use it, you do so at your own risk.
Further, you fully and forever release and discharge Suay, Inc. and its respective affiliates, directors,
officers, shareholders, employees, agents, and insurers, and all others involved in the creation of this
pattern (collectively referred to as "Suay") from any and all injuries (including death), losses, damages,
claims (including negligence claims), demands, lawsuits, expenses, and any other liability of any kind, of
or to you, your property, or any other person, directly or indirectly arising out of or in connection with your
use of this pattern, even if it is due to the negligence, injudicious act, omission, or other fault of Suay.
You waive any and all claims against Suay, of any kind arising out of or attributable to the mask pattern,
including those claims that may be unknown to you, or which you do not suspect to exist at this time.
WITH THE INTENTION OF WAIVING ALL UNKNOWN AND UNSUSPECTED CLAIMS, YOU HEREBY
EXPRESSLY WAIVE ALL RIGHTS, BENEFITS, AND PROTECTIONS YOU MAY HAVE UNDER CALIFORNIA
CIVIL CODE SECTION 1542, WHICH READS AS FOLLOWS: “A general release does not extend to claims
that the creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at the time of
executing the release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially affected his or her
settlement with the debtor or released party.”
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